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INTEGRABILITY OF SCALAR CURVATURE AND NORMAL
METRIC ON CONFORMALLY FLAT MANIFOLDS
SHENGWENWANG AND YI WANG
ABSTRACT. On a manifold (Rn, e2u|dx|2), we say u is normal if the
Q-curvature equation that u satisfies (−∆)
n
2 u = Qge
nu can be written
as the integral form u(x) = 1
cn
´
Rn
log |y||x−y|Qg(y)e
nu(y)dy+C. In this
paper, we show that the integrability assumption on the negative part of
the scalar curvature implies the metric is normal. As an application, we
prove a bi-Lipschitz equivalence theorem for conformally flat metrics.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Q-curvature arises naturally as a conformal invariant associated to
the Paneitz operator. When n = 4, the Paneitz operator is defined as:
Pg = ∆
2
g + δ(
2
3
Rg g − 2Ricg)d,
where δ is the divergence operator, d is the differential operator, R is the
scalar curvature of g, and Ric is the Ricci curvature tensor. The Branson’s
Q-curvature [Bra95] is defined as
Qg =
1
12
{
−∆gRg +
1
4
R2g − 3|Eg|
2
}
,
where Eg is the traceless part of Ricg, and | · | is the point-wise norm taken
with respect to the metric g. Under the conformal change g = e2ug0, the
Paneitz operator transforms by Pg = e
−4uPg0 , and Qg satisfies the fourth
order equation
(1.1) Pg0u+ 2Qg0 = 2Qge
4u.
This is analogous to the transformation law satisfied by the Laplacian oper-
ator −∆g and the Gaussian curvatureKg on surfaces,
(1.2) −∆g0u+Kg0 = Kge
2u.
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When the backgroundmetric g0 is the flat metric |dx|
2, the transformation
law (1.1) that the Q-curvature satisfies becomes
(1.3) ∆2g0u = 2Qge
4u.
The invariance of the integration of theQ-curvature in dimension 4 is due
to the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula for a closed manifoldM :
(1.4) χ(M) =
1
4π2
ˆ
M
(
|Wg|
2
8
+Qg
)
dvg,
where Wg denotes the Weyl tensor. For complete manifolds with confor-
mally flat ends, the work of Chang, Qing, and Yang [CQY00] proves the
formula between the asymptotic isoperimetric ratio and the integration of
the Q-curvature.
In Chang, Qing and Yang’s work [CQY00, CQY00b], they used an im-
portant notion “normal metric” on conformally flat manifolds to prove the
formula of the asymptotic isoperimetric ratio. Normal metric was first in-
troduced by Huber [Hub57], and later used by Finn [Fin65] and [PH64].
Huber proved that in dimension two, for a surface with finite total Gauss
curvature, the metric is always normal. In [CQY00]’s work, it is a key
observation that if the scalar curvature at infinity is nonnegative, then the
metric is normal. The proof mostly uses maximum principle and properties
of harmonic functions. In this paper, we generalize this result. We show
that if the negative part of the scalar curvature is integrable, then the metric
is normal. The main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let (Mn, g) = (Rn, e2u|dx|2) be a noncompact complete
conformally flat metric of even dimension, satisfying
(1.5)
ˆ
Mn
|Qg|dvg <∞,
and
(1.6)
ˆ
Rn
(R−g )
n
2 dvg <∞,
where R−g is the negative part of the scalar curvature. Then the metric is
normal.
Therefore, as a direct corollary, we generalize Chang, Qing and Yang’s
work to the following theorem.
Corollary 1.2. Let (Mn, g) = (Rn, e2w|dx|2) be a noncompact complete
conformally flat manifold of even dimension, satisfying
(1.7)
ˆ
Mn
|Qg|dvg <∞,
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and
(1.8)
ˆ
Mn
(R−g )
n
2 dvg ≤ ∞.
Then
(1.9)
1
cn
ˆ
Mn
Qgdvg ≤ χ(R
n) = 1.
Moreover, the difference of the two sides in the above inequality is given
by the asymptotic isoperimetric ratio:
(1.10) χ(Rn)−
1
cn
ˆ
Rn
Qgdvg = lim
r→∞
Volg(∂Bj(r))
n/(n−1)
nω
1
n
n · Volg(Bj(r))
.
Here Bj(r) denotes the Euclidean ball with radius r at the j-th end.
Hereafter cn denotes the constant 2
n−2(n−2
2
)!π
n
2 . It is the value of the
integral of the Q-curvature on the unit n-hemisphere Sn+. ωn denotes the
volume of unit ball in Rn.
An orientation preserving homeomorphism f : Rn → Rn is call quasi-
conformal map if
sup
x∈Rn
H(x, f) := lim sup
r→0+
sup
|u−x|=|v−x|=r
|f(u)− f(x)|
|f(v)− f(x)|
<∞.
We denote the dilation of a quasiconformal map by
H(f) := sup
x∈Rn
H(x, f) <∞.
We call f is H-quasiconformal if H(f) ≤ H .
In [Wan12], the second author has found a relation between the integral
of the Q-curvature and the quasiconformal equivalence of two manifolds
(metric spaces), and deduce the isoperimetric inequality. This is analogous
to Fiala [Fia41], and Huber [Hub57] on two dimensional surfaces with ab-
solutely integrable Gauss curvature.
Theorem 1.3. [Wan12] Suppose (Mn, g) = (Rn, e2u|dx|2) is a noncom-
pact complete Riemannian manifold with normal metric. If its Q-curvature
satisfies
(1.11)
ˆ
Mn
|Qg|dvg <∞
and
(1.12)
1
cn
ˆ
Mn
Qgdvg < 1,
then there is an H-quasiconformal map f : Rn → Rn and constant C such
that
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(1.13) C−1enu ≤ Jf (x) ≤ Ce
nu a.e. x ∈ Rn,
where H depends on n, and α. C depends on the metric n and g.
In dimension 4, the definition of the Q-curvature is
Qg =
1
12
(−∆gRg +
1
4
R2g − 3|Eg|
2)
=−
1
12
∆gRg + 2σ2(Ag),
(1.14)
where Eg denotes the traceless part of the Ricci curvature.
Ag :=
1
n− 2
(Rcg −
1
2(n− 1)
Rgg)
denotes the Schouten tensor.
Thus in dimension 4, the Q-curvature differs from 2σ2(Ag) by a diver-
gence term. By a similar argument as in [LW, Lemma 3.2], the integral
of ∆gRg vanishes if the Q-curvature is absolutely integrable and the scalar
curvature is in L
n
2 (which is L2). From this, we can prove that there is
a quasiconformal map from this manifold to the Euclidean space, and the
dilation H of the quasiconformal map is controlled by the integral of the
σ2(Ag). This is a new phenomenon regarding conformal invariants. Previ-
ously, from the work of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 in [Wan12], we only know that
the integral of the Q-curvature may control the asymptotic behavior of the
conformally flat manifolds. We state this result in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Let (M4, g) = (R4, e2u|dx|2) be a noncompact complete
conformally flat metric, satisfyingˆ
M4
|Qg|dvg <∞,
and
(1.15)
ˆ
M4
|Rg|
2dvg <∞,
If
(1.16)
1
2π2
ˆ
M4
σ2(Ag)dvg < 1
then there is an H-quasiconformal map f between (M4, g) and the Eu-
clidean space (with flat metric). The Jacobian Jf of this map satisfies
(1.17) C−1e4u ≤ Jf (x) ≤ Ce
4u a.e. x ∈ R4.
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Here C = C(g), and H = H(1 −
1
2π2
ˆ
Mn
σ2(Ag)dvg). Moreover, M
4
satisfies the isoperimetric inequality: for any smooth bounded domain Ω,
(1.18) V olg(Ω)
3
4 ≤ CAreag(∂Ω)
with C = C(g).
Remark 1.5. Previously we only know that the integral of the Q-curvature
may control the asymptotic behavior of the conformally flat manifolds.
Theorem 1.4 indicates that with suitable integrability assumption of the cur-
vature, the value of the integral of the σ2(Ag) may also control the asymp-
totic behavior in a similar manner. This includes all the quasiconformal
equivalence results and isoperimetric inequality proved in [Wan12].
Remark 1.6. One can prove a similar result in higher even dimensional
manifolds as well. But there are two differences, which would make the
statement of the result more complicated. First, in higher dimensions, the
condition (1.15) needs to be on the Riemannian curvature tensorˆ
Mn
|Rm|
n
2 dvg <∞.
Second, by the Spyros Aleksakis [Ale09, Ale12] classification theorem of
global conformal invariants, σ2(Ag) in (1.16) should be replaced by the
Pfaffian of the Riemannian curvature tensor Pf(Rm) (up to a multiplicative
constant). For simplicity, we only state the theorem in dimension 4.
Remark 1.7. Recall that cn denotes the constant 2
n−2(n−2
2
)!π
n
2 . c4 = 4π
2.
The constant appeared on the left hand side of (1.16) is equal to 2
c4
.
Acknowledgments: The second author would like to thank Matt Gursky
for the question regarding Theorem 1.3, and inspiring discussions during
the 2015 Princeton-Tokyo conference on geometric analysis.
2. NORMALITY OF THE CONFORMALLY FLAT METRIC
We only need to prove that the integrability of the negative part of the
scalar curvature implies the normality of metric on the end.
Definition 2.1. We call a metric (Rn, euδij) normal if it satisfies
(2.1) u(x) =
1
cn
ˆ
Rn
log
|y|
|x− y|
Qg(y)e
nu(y)dy + C
for some constant C and cn is a dimensional constant.
Let v(x) := 1
cn
´
Rn
log |y|
|x−y|
Qg(y)e
nu(y)dy and h(x) := u(x)− v(x). We
want to show that h is constant function.
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By the conformal transformation of Q-curvature and the fact that log 1
|x|
is a fundamental solution of the 1
cn
(−∆)
n
2 , we have
(2.2) (∆)
n
2 h = (∆)kh = 0.
Moreover, we can use the scalar curvature equation and the integrability
condition to get an asymptotic decay of ∆h.
Lemma 2.2. With the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.1, we have
(2.3) lim sup
r→∞
 
Br
∆h = lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆h ≤ 0.
Proof. By the scalar curvature equation of conformally flat manifold, we
have ˆ
B2r\Br
∆u
=
ˆ
B2r\Br
−
Rge
2u
2(n− 1)
−
n− 2
2
|∇u|2
≤
ˆ
B2r\Br
R−g e
2u
2(n− 1)
≤
1
2(n− 1)
(
ˆ
B2r\Br
(R−g )
n
2 enu(x)dx)
2
n (Volg(B2r \Br))
n−2
n
=C(n)rn−2. (By (1.6))
(2.4)
So
(2.5) lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆u ≤ O(r−2)→ 0.
For v, we do integration by part
|
ˆ
B2r\Br
∆v|
=|
ˆ
∂B2r
∇v · ν −
ˆ
∂Br
∇v · ν|
≤C(n)(
ˆ
∂B2r
|∇v|+
ˆ
∂Br
|∇v|).
(2.6)
where ν is the outer-normal vector field on the boundary.
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Notice that
ˆ
∂Br
|∇v| ≤(
ˆ
∂Br
|∇v|2dσr)
1
2 · (Volg(∂Br))
1
2
=C(n)r
n−1
2 (
ˆ
∂Br
|
ˆ
Rn
x− y
|x− y|2
Qge
nu(y)dy|2dx)
1
2
≤C(n)r
n−1
2 {
ˆ
∂Br
[(
ˆ
Rn
|
1
|x− y|2
Qge
nu(y)|dy)(
ˆ
Rn
|Qg|dvg)]dx}
1
2
≤C(n)r
n−1
2 {
ˆ
∂Br
(
ˆ
Rn
|
1
|x− y|2
Qge
nu(y)|dy)dx}
1
2
=C(n)r
n−1
2 {
ˆ
Rn
Qge
nu(y)(
ˆ
∂Br
|
1
|x− y|2
|dx)dy}
1
2
≤C(n)r
n−1
2 {
ˆ
Rn
Qge
nu(y)(
ˆ
∂Br ,y∈∂Br
|
1
|x− y|2
|dx)dy}
1
2
=C(n)r
n−1
2 {
ˆ
Rn
Qge
nu(y)dy}
1
2 (
ˆ
∂Br ,y∈∂Br
|
1
|x− y|2
|dx)
1
2
≤C ′(n)r
n−1
2 (rn−3)
1
2
=O(rn−2).
(2.7)
So
(2.8) |
 
B2r\Br
∆v| = O(r−2)→ 0.
Combining the above we get
(2.9) lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆h = lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆u−∆v ≤ 0.

The next lemma was proved in [LW] in dimension 4, but the same argu-
ment works in all dimensions.
Lemma 2.3. With the same assumptions in Theorem 1.1, we have
(2.10) (
 
B2r\Br
|∇v|)2 ≤
 
B2r\Br
|∇v|2 = O(r−2).
Proof. The first inequality is just Ho¨lder’s inequality. We only need to prove
the order of decay for
ffl
B2r\Br
|∇v|2.
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ˆ
B2r\Br
|∇v|2 =
ˆ
B2r\Br
|
ˆ
Rn
x− y
|x− y|2
Qge
nu(y)dy|2dx
≤
ˆ
B2r\Br
|
ˆ
Rn
1
|x− y|2
Qge
nu(y)dy||
ˆ
Rn
Qge
nu(y)dy|dx
≤ C(n)
ˆ
B2r\Br
ˆ
Rn
|
1
|x− y|2
Qge
nu(y)|dydx
= C(n)
ˆ
Rn
ˆ
B2r\Br
|
1
|x− y|2
Qge
nu(y)|dxdy
≤ C(n)
ˆ
Rn
|Qge
nu(y)|(
ˆ
B2r\Br
1
|x− y|2
dx)dy
≤ C(n)
ˆ
Rn
|Qge
nu(y)|(
ˆ
B2r\Br ,y∈∂Br
1
|x− y|2
dx)dy
≤ C(n)
ˆ
Rn
|Qge
nu(y)|(
ˆ
B3r
1
|x|2
dx)dy
= O(rn−2).
(2.11)
Thus by taking average we proved the lemma.

We’re now ready to prove the main theorem. We denote by ωn the volume
of unit ball in Rn. The area of the unit sphere in Rn is then equal to nωn.
Proof. of Theorem 1.1 From (2.2), we have∆kh = 0 and limr→∞ sup
ffl
Br
∆h ≤
0. As the first step, we will prove∆k−1h = 0.
By the mean value property of harmonic functions, for any p ∈ R2k,
∆k−1h(p) =
1
ωnrn
ˆ
Br(p)
∆k−1h(x)dx
=
1
ωnrn
ˆ
∂Br(p)
∂r∆
k−2h(x) · νdx
=
nωn
ωnr
 
∂Br(p)
∂r∆
k−2h(x) · νdx
=
n
r
∂r
 
∂Br(p)
∆k−2h(x)dx.
(2.12)
Namely
(2.13)
r
n
∆k−1h(p) ≤ ∂r
 
∂Br(p)
∆k−2h(x)dx.
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Integrating the above equation, we get
1
2n
r2∆k−1h(p) + ∆k−2h(p) ≤
 
∂Br(p)
∆k−2h(x)dx
ωn
2
rn+1∆k−1h(p) + nωnr
n−1∆k−2h(p) ≤
ˆ
∂Br(p)
∆k−2h(x)dx.
(2.14)
Integrating again both sides, we get
ωn
2(n+ 2)
rn+2∆k−1h(p) + ωnr
n∆k−2h(p)
≤
ˆ
Br(p)
∆k−2h(x)dx
=
ˆ
∂Br
∇r∆
k−3h(x) · ν
=nωnr
n−1
 
∂Br
∇r∆
k−3h(x) · ν
=nωnr
n−1∂r
 
∂Br
∆k−3h(x).
(2.15)
We can rewrite this inequality in the way that
(2.16)
1
2n(n + 2)
r3∆k−1h(p) +
1
n
r∆k−2h(p) ≤ ∂r
 
∂Br
∆k−3h(x).
Integrating both sides in r, we obtain
(2.17)
1
8n(n + 2)
r4∆k−1h(p) +
1
2n
r2∆k−2h(p) + ∆k−3h(p) ≤
 
∂Br
∆k−3h(x).
Keep doing this procedure finitely many times. Then we get
ak−1r
2(k−2)∆k−1h(p) + ak−2r
2(k−3)∆k−2h(p) + · · ·+ a1∆h(p)
≤
 
∂Br
∆h(x),
(2.18)
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where
ak−1 =
1
[2 · 4 · · · (2k − 4)] · [2k(2k + 2)(2k + 4) · · · (4k − 6)]
ak−2 =
1
[2 · 4 · · · (2k − 6)] · [(2k)(2k + 2) · · · (4k − 8)]
· · ·
ak−j =
1
[2 · 4 · · · (2(k − j)− 2)] · [(2k)(2k + 2) · · · (4(k − 1)− 2j)]
...
a2 =
1
2 · 2k
a1 = 1.
(2.19)
Each ai, for i = 1, · · · k − 1, is a positive constant.
By (2.3), the leading cooefficient ak−1∆
k−1h(p) of the polynomial (2.18)
must be non-positive. Since ak−1 > 0, we have
∆k−1h(x) = constant ≤ 0
∆k−1∂ih(x) = 0
(2.20)
for every i = 1, · · · , n.
Applying the mean value property to∆k−2∂ih and integrating by parts as
above, we have
ak−1r
2(k−2)∆k−2∂ih(p) + ak−2r
2(k−3)∆k−3∂ih(p) + · · ·+ a1∂ih(p)
≤
 
∂Br
∂ih(x).
(2.21)
Next, we make use the scalar curvature equation to see
lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆u+
 
B2r\Br
n− 2
2
|∇u|2
= lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
−
Rge
2u
2(n− 1)
≤ 0.
(2.22)
By Holder’s inequality,
lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆u+
n− 2
2
(
 
B2r\Br
|∇u|)2 ≤ 0.(2.23)
Combine the estimates in Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. Then we have
lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆h+
n− 2
2
(
 
B2r\Br
|∇h|)2 ≤ 0.(2.24)
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Thus
lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
∆h+
n− 2
2
(
 
B2r\Br
|∂ih|)
2 ≤ 0(2.25)
for each i = 1, ..., n.
Plugging (2.18) and (2.21) in (2.24), we have a polynomial Pi(r) satisfy-
ing
(2.26) lim sup
r→∞
Pi(r) ≤ 0.
So the leading coefficient of Pi(r) must be non-positive. Namely
(2.27) a2k−1|∆
k−2∂ih(p)|
2 ≤ 0
for each p ∈ Rn.
This implies that
(2.28) ∆k−2∂ih = 0
for each i = 1, ..., n, and thus
(2.29) ∆k−1h = 0.
Now we reduce the problem to
∆k−1h = 0
with
lim sup
r→∞
 
Br
∆h ≤ 0
(2.30)
As an intermediate step, we obtain (2.28) ∆k−2∂ih = 0.
We can apply this argument inductively to get
∆k−3∂ih = 0, for each i
∆k−2h = 0.
(2.31)
After finitely many steps, we get
(2.32) ∆∂ih = 0
for each i = 1, ..., n, and thus
(2.33) ∆2h = 0.
Notice that the induction argument will make use of (2.3), so we cannot
obtain∆h = 0 directly from the induction.
However, since ∆h is harmonic, by Liouville’s theorem and (2.3), we
have
(2.34) ∆h = C0 ≤ 0.
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Argue as in [CQY00]
lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
|∇h|2
≤ lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
(2|∇u|2 + 2|∇v|2)
= lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
−
4
n− 2
∆u−
2R−g e
2u
(n− 1)(n− 2)
+ 2|∇v|2
= lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
−
4
n− 2
∆h
+ lim sup
r→∞
 
B2r\Br
4
n− 2
∆v −
2R−g e
2u
(n− 1)(n− 2)
+ 2|∇v|2
≤−
4
n− 2
C0 + 0
=−
4
n− 2
C0.
(2.35)
In the last inequality we used Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3 and the integrability
of the negative part of scalar curvature.
(2.32) tells us that ∂ih is harmonic for each i = 1, ..., n. By Liouville’s
theorem again, we have
(2.36) ∂ih = constant,
and thus
(2.37) ∆h = 0.
C0 can be chosen to be 0. So ∂ih = 0 for each i = 1, ..., n. Therefore we
have proved that h is a constant. This concludes the proof that the metric is
normal.
Now that the metric is normal. By Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 of
[CQY00], we have (1.9). 
3. QUASICONFORMAL MAP AND THE ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY
Proof. of Theorem 1.4 In this theorem, we use the L2-integrability of the
scalar curvature in two ways. We first need it to apply Theorem 1.1 to show
that the metric is normal. Also we need it to prove that the divergence term
in the Q-curvature vanishes.
Since (1.15) holds, Theorem 1.1 implies that the metric is normal. Sup-
pose in addition that the strict inequality holds in (1.9), i.e.
(3.1)
1
c4
ˆ
M4
Qgdvg < χ(R
4) = 1.
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Then it was already proved by the second author in [Wan12] that there ex-
ists an H-quasiconformal map between M4 and the Euclidean space with
Jacobian comparable to the volume form e4u. Thus the problem reduces to
prove (3.1). For this purpose, we first see that
(3.2) Qg = −
1
12
∆gRg + 2σ2(Ag).
In [LW, Lemma 3.2], it was shown that if the metric is normal and the
second fundamental form L of the isometric embeddingM4 →֒ R5 satisfies
(3.3)
ˆ
M4
|L|4dvg <∞,
then
(3.4)
ˆ
M4
∆gRgdvg = 0.
We can adopt a similar method to prove (3.4) under the assumption (1.15)
ˆ
M4
|Rg|
2dvg <∞.
For completeness we give the proof of (3.4) in the following.
Lemma 3.1. Let (M4, g) = (R4, e2u|dx|2) be a noncompact complete con-
formally flat metric, satisfying
ˆ
M4
|Qg|dvg <∞,
(3.5)
ˆ
M4
|Rg|
2dvg <∞,
and the metric is normal on each end. Thenˆ
M4
∆gRgdvg = 0.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let B0(0, ρ) be the ball centered at the origin, with
radius ρ with respect to the Euclidean metric. On the Euclidean space, there
always exists a smooth cut-off function ηρ which is supported onB
0(0, 2ρ).
It is equal to 1 on B0(0, ρ), and its k-th derivative is of order O(1/ρk) over
the annulus B0(0, 2ρ) \B0(0, ρ). Again since theQ-curvature is absolutely
integrable, so is∆gRg.
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Since ηρ = 1 on B
0(0, ρ),ˆ
M4
∆gRgdvg
= lim
ρ→∞
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)
∆gRgηρdvg
= lim
ρ→∞
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg∆gηρdvg.
(3.6)
Here the last equality holds because all boundary terms in the integration
by parts formula vanish, and ∆gηρ = 0 on the complement of B
0(0, 2ρ) \
B0(0, ρ).
Using
dvg = e
4wdx,
∆gηρdvg = ∂i(e
2w∂iηρ)dx,
we have ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg∆gηρdvg
=
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg∂i(e
2w∂iηρ)dx
=
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg(∆0ηρe
2w + ∂i(e
2w)∂iηρ)dx
≤C
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg
ρ2
e2wdx
+ C
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg|∂iw|
ρ
e2wdx
=:I + II.
(3.7)
The first term I can be bounded by the L2-norm of the scalar curvature.
|I| ≤C(
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|Rg|
2e4wdx)1/2 · (
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
1
ρ4
dx)1/2
→ 0,
(3.8)
as ρ tends to∞.
We will now study II through the asymptotic behavior of the derivatives
of w. We notice that the pointwise estimate of ∂iw is not known. But since
we are taking the integral over the annulus (with respect to the Euclidean
metric), it can be reduced to the integral estimate of ∂iw over spheres at the
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|II| =C
∣∣∣∣
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg∂iw
ρ
e2wdx
∣∣∣∣
≤C(
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|Rg|
2e4wdx)1/2 · (
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|∂iw|
2
ρ2
dx)1/2.
(3.9)
Notice that
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|∂iw|
2dx
=
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
∣∣∣∣ 14π2
ˆ
R4
xi − yi
|x− y|2
Qe4w(y)dy
∣∣∣∣
2
dv0
≤C
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
∣∣∣∣
ˆ
R4
1
|x− y|
Q(y)e4w(y)dy
∣∣∣∣
2
dx
≤C
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
ˆ
R4
1
|x− y|2
Q(y)e4w(y)dydx ·
ˆ
R4
Q(y)e4w(y)dy.
(3.10)
Since for any y ∈ R4, we haveˆ
x∈∂B0(0,r)
1
|x− y|2
dσ(x) = |∂B0(0, r)| · O(
1
r2
),
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
1
|x− y|2
dx =
ˆ 2ρ
ρ
ˆ
x∈∂B0(0,r)
1
|x− y|2
dσ(x)dr
=
ˆ 2ρ
ρ
|∂B0(0, r)| · O(
1
r2
)dr = O(ρ2).
(3.11)
Plugging this into (3.10), and using the fact that
´
R4
Q(y)e4w(y)dy <∞, we
obtain
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|∂iw|
2dx ≤ C(
ˆ
R4
Q(y)e4w(y)dy)2 ·O(ρ2) = O(ρ2).
(3.12)
Therefore,
|II| ≤C(
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|R|2dvg)
1/2 · (
1
ρ2
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|∂iw|
2dx)1/2
≤C(
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
|R|2dvg)
1/2 → 0
(3.13)
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as ρ tends to∞. To conclude,
|
ˆ
M4
∆gRgdvg| = lim
ρ→∞
|
ˆ
B0(0,2ρ)\B0(0,ρ)
Rg∆gηρdvg|
≤ lim
ρ→∞
(|I|+ |II|) = 0.
(3.14)
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
From this, and inequality (1.16), we deduce (3.1). Therefore we com-
plete the proof of the existence of a quasiconformal map. The isoperi-
metric inequality is a direct consequence of the existence of such an H-
quasiconformal map. 
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